
EE320 Project: Electromagnetic Launch 

Goal: Launch a projectile using electric energy (rather than mechanical or chemical)  

This project is a chance for you to work largely independently to build something “cool.” We have three 
major projects in this class: “buck chopper” which is heavily supervised and guided, “control 
components” which allows some independence, and this one, which is the Wild West. There are very 
few rules and restrictions here other than safety; this is an open-ended project with the final goal of 
launching something. You won’t know how to do it when you start, you’ll have to figure it out. Stand on 
the shoulders of giants: the library and the internet are your friends, just cite what you find. 

 

Major Deliverables: 

1. Initial Concept Study:  Descriptions of multiple concepts (2 pages total). Short (3-4 min) 
presentation. Find at least 3 (maybe 6 or 7) different ways you could do this and describe 
them and their relative benefits/drawbacks. You need a short description of the 
construction and the principles involved, and a sketch would be nice. Solo. DUE: Sept 6 
 

2. Downselect/ Detailed Analysis: Pick one concept you like the most and do a 
detailed/analysis design. How will you build it? What kind of wire? What kind of projectile? 
Etc. You MUST include a parts list of things we can find or order, including a vendor and part 
numbers. 2-page report on your design and a 3-4 minute presentation. Solo. DUE: Oct 2 

 
After this, you will form teams of 2-3 to actually build your design. 
 

3. Safety Plan: Once you have a design, figure out your safety plan. Where does the projectile 
go and how fast? Do we need a backstop? How many joules of energy storage? How much 
voltage is there? Etc. >50 volt operation requires extra detail. Before testing anything. Oct 
31 at latest. 
 

4. Firing Test! Nov. 14   Public Demo Dec 7 


